**DAILY ASSIGNMENT**

Due: Friday November 19, 2 pm (beginning of class)

**Announcements:**
Since you will be busy with the revisions of your paper, there is no reading assignment for Friday (topic: scientists in present). Instead you will do the reading and journal entry for the reading (taken from E. Wasserman’s “The door in the dream”) on Monday in class and we will also watch a movie for which you will do your journal entry in class. Therefore

- Bring your computer to Friday’s class. So that you can type in these components of your journal entry for Monday’s daily assignment already during our Monday class.

- 2nd draft of project III paper due

1. On Friday at the beginning of class the second draft of your project III paper is due. Bring to class:

   - for each group one hardcopy of complete and revised project III paper (2nd draft)
   - hardcopy of 1st version of project III with peer review comments
   - computer (see above)

Comment: You will submit your final version (instead of 2nd version) of your project III paper to SaveAssign via blackboard.